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In 1932 a gramophone record named "Kitsch Tango" was published in Berlin and quickly became a hit song on the dance floors of the clubs and cafés in the city. In this song, Curt Bois, famous German actor and cabaret artist, whispered "the whole sweet kitsch of love" in the ear of his beloved. The dance floor hit originated from a show named "Frankensteins unheimliche Geschichten" ("Frankenstein's scary stories"), staged in the big cabaret theatre "Kabarett der Komiker" (Cabaret of the Comedians) in November 1932. It was a grotesque one-act play, parodying the theatre-and film-scene of that time, including references to genres (e.g. gothic movies) or actual films, like the name giving "Frankenstein", which premiered in the US in 1931 with Boris Karloff playing the monster. The things "we take seriously in life" and the "absurdities" of the stage and the world form the background knowledge which the audience needs in order to understand the humour and the satiric potentialities of the parody. It forms a referential system which authors refer to in different ways.
In the "Kitsch Tango" for example, as one hit song of the cabaret play, the system referred to is the world of "Kitsch", as it is presented mainly in the songs of the recently invented sound films, but also in the world of operetta. The authors avail themselves of numerous clichés which are suspected to be kitsch and use various keywords, obviously picked from real talkie songs. But used out of context and in great accumulation, they turn into meaningless verbal gestures, revealing their function as pure catchwords without any deeper sense. By using these catchwords (like "moonlight", "red roses" or "Hawaii" for example) the authors evoke a set of possible associations in the listener, all linked to the notion of "Kitsch". In addition, the only purpose of Kitsch is revealed in the text, i.e. to seduce women, who seem to be especially susceptible to this kind of fake sugary aesthetics:
1 The libretto of the show seems to be lost. In 1931 the first sound film of "Frankenstein", directed by James Whale, premiered in the cinemas. There was also an earlier silent film directed by J. Searle Dawley (1910 The German text was transcribed from the gramophone disc recording from 1932, republished on the CD Reizend: 100 Jahre Curt Bois; sämtliche veröffentlichte Schallplatten 1908 -1932 (Berlin: Duo-phon, 2001 ) (Edition Berliner Musenkinder), Duophon 05263. Curt Bois is accompanied by the Paul Godwin Tanz-Orchester. English translation by the author.
of that time, it becomes obvious that there are several possibilities as to what certain allusions may refer to. Some examples:
-The term "white Tarragona" may refer to the Tango "Zwei rote Lippen und ein roter Tarragona" ("Two red lips and a red Tarragona"), which was published on record in 1930 in several German versions. , Robert Stolz's "Rosen, flammend rote" ("Roses, flaming red") from the operetta "Eine einzige Nacht" (1927) 6 or the foxtrot "Zwei rote Rosen" ("Two red roses") by Walter Kollo from 1926, for which Robitschek himself had written the text 7 .
-"My Vienna", a term where "everything [lies] inside", can be associated with numerous operettas, e.g.
Gräfin Mariza by Emmerich Kálmán ("Grüß mir mein Wien") or Léhars Land des Lächelns ("Ich liebe dich, und du liebst mich, / und da liegt alles drin", "I love you, and you love me / and there lies everything inside"). But the listener may also think about Robert Stolz's hit song "Im Prater blühn wieder die Bäume", because evokes a very popular and stereotyped picture of Vienna. -"Eine Nacht in Monte Carlo" ("One night in Monte Carlo") cites the tango of the same name by Werner Richard Heymann from the film "Bomben auf Monte Carlo" 8 , which was the second most successful film in the year 1931 (after "Der Kongress tanzt") and featured several stars.
-After the premiere of Paul Abraham's operetta "Die Blume von Hawaii" (1931) the alien world of Hawaii with exotic accessories was very much en vogue. 9 Several hit songs toyed with the exotic dreams of the South Pacific, Honolulu or Hawaii, often by using the clichéd sound of the Hawaiian Guitar 10 , e.g. Walter Kollo's "Grüß mir mein Hawaii" (1930), which was sung by Richard Tauber.
11 Robitschek links his lyrics to this exoticism with the term "dreams of Hawaii", but also alluding to other exotic regions with keywords like Rome or Madrid.
The examples show, that the models for allusions in the "Kitsch-Tango" remain (purposely) unclear, leaving the listener a wide space for association to link his own experiences to the song. Robitschek's text was set into Tango music by Friedrich Hollaender. He used a musical style that had an expressive and emotional image and was therefore closely linked to kitsch. By referring to the Tango as a form of dance music, which was brimming with sexual meaning, Hollaender used a musical reference beyond the text to add to the irony of the content. As early as 1922, Heinz Pollack had named the Tango a "deep prayer of the body" 12 in his essay about radical change in ballroom dance (Die Revolution des Gesellschaftstanzes) using an accumulation of emotional adverbs to describe it:
"There has never been and will never be a rhythm, which like the Tango gives the body so much room to softly hint at colourful dreams or subdued pleasures of love or tearful grief or overflowing joy or feverish longing or wistful renunciation" 13 By using the exaggerated connotation of Tango, Hollaender added an ironic flavour to the text.
Thus both, Hollaender and Robitschek, used (musical and textual) clichés for evoking connotations of kitsch, and subversively caricatured it by means of overblown images and accumulation. The stereotypes used by the authors were also common in contemporary and later aesthetic essays about kitsch, which were, however, void of any ironic level. For example, Fritz Karpfen's "Der Kitsch. Eine Studie über die Entartung der Kunst" 14 ("Kitsch. A Survey of Degeneration in the Arts"), published in 1925, places "exotic kitsch", similar to Robitschek's allusion to Hawaiian dreams, beyond other forms of "kitsch". Karpfen mentions the carvings of "South Pacific Indians" as an example for the degenerating influence of European tourists and colonialists to originally unspoiled crafts: "It [the exotic kitsch] was brought about by the whites, originally it wasn't known.
[…] Only as the antipodes [the natives] recognized the superficial minds of the aliens, they produced the worthless trash for them."
15 Thus, the production of kitschy artisan products was motivated by, or almost invented for, a degenerated European wish for triviality.
One characteristic for "Kitsch", according to Karpfen, is the industrial production and marketing of the products:
" 
) of social space in the second half of the twentieth century, which manifests itself in it:
" Thus, the dealing with kitsch as described above is not only a "postmodern" attitude, but is already indicated in the Cabaret of the twenties and thirties, in songs like the "Kitsch Tango" or in Robitschek's foreword to "Frankensteins unheimliche Geschichten". Therefore, it is quite convincing when Wolfgang Ruttkowski transfers the concept of "camp" on performance in Cabaret, as early as in the Weimar Republic:
" There are many examples of this conscious dealing with kitsch respectively camp in the staging of chansons in cabaret, not only in the genre of prostitute songs. Ruttkowski sees the "attitude of 'camp'" 28 already unfolded in Yvette Guilbert. As one of the most significant figures of "camp" he states the prototype of the Vamp, first in Cabaret, later in films: "In her grotesque attire, make-up, and behaviour she is also always 'camp' in Sontag's and Ruttkowski's understanding of the word." 29 According to this picture of a seducing, man-eating woman, Marcellus Schiffer wrote a chanson titled "the Vamp" (from the operetta "100 Meter Glück"), which exaggerates the attributes, thereby ironizing it: 
The music, which Mischa Spoliansky composed for the text, also uses the style of Tango to put the song in an appropriate mood.
In the "Kitsch Tango" and also in the exaggerations of the chanson "The Vamp" the conscious application of elements of "kitsch" in cabaret and closely related art forms becomes apparent. Two reference systems can be detected, which make the allusions and the irony work for the listeners. Firstly the reference system of popular culture of the time, like films, songs and operettas, which must be known to be associated with the texts of the chanson. Second it is the knowledge about the evaluation respectively condemnation of certain clichés as "kitsch" by art reviewers or other people, who dominated the discourse in arts journals, academia and schools.
The playful but reflected dealing with elements which were stigmatised as kitsch, gains a particular aesthetic attraction by flirting with a bourgeois cultural lifestyle and simultaneously turning it into ridicule. Thus, the cabaret and the popular culture of the Weimar Republic are evidence of a thoroughly modern attitude towards kitsch, which outshines pejorative essays about the degenerating impact of kitsch. The authors recognized the wish of the audience to laugh about themselves through the mirror of caricature and to "be fooled" in a carefully pleasant, not too harmful way. Or, as Robitschek puts it:
"But we want to see the lunacy around us in the distorting mirror. We couldn't stand all the festivities, excitements, the slapstick comedies of our existence, if we didn't see from time to time, how ridiculously we behave even in this slapstick world." 
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"Aber wir wollen doch den Irrsinn um uns herum im Zerrspiegel der Karikatur sehen. Wir könnten ja diese Festlichkeiten, diese Aufregungen, diesen Klamauk unseres Daseins gar nicht ertragen, wenn wir nicht von Zeit zu Zeit sähen, wie ulkig wir uns selbst in dieser Welt voll Klamauk benehmen", Robitschek, "Klamauk", 2.
